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symmetry groups   =   “sets” of transformtions leaving an object invariant

reflection symmetry trivial symmetry

isometries of manifolds

graph authomorphisms

rotationally symmetric potentialdiscrete translations of crystal lattice



group actions   -   on different objects / spaces

group representations   -   linear actions on vector spaces    (e.g. feature vector spaces)

example:   SO(2) actions

scalar field vector field

z-axis rotationsx-axis rotations
action on vectors in

actions on the
   2-sphere      :  

actions on
signals / fields:



group invariant & equivariant functions

invariant image classification equivariant image segmentation



Outline

Symmetry groups  -  basic definitions

Group actions

Invariant & equivariant maps

Group representations



Symmetry groups

example:  2d rotation group 

there is a set of rotations

rotations can be composed

there is an identity rotation

the composition is associative

each rotation has an inverse



examples:

Symmetry groups

   check closure
+ group axioms !



counter
examples:

Symmetry groups

(closure)

(closure)

(inverse)



groups may come with additional structure:

Symmetry groups

group category

topological group

Lie group

finite group

structure on G

topology

smooth manifold

finite set

binary operation

continuous map

smooth map

any function
(between finite sets)



groups elements do in general not commute:

Abelian groups

groups with commutative elements are called Abelian:

z-axis rotations



Subgroups

examples: discrete translations:

rotations around fixed axis:

trivial examples:

z-axis rotations

subsets of group elements may form a subgroup:



subsets of group elements may form a subgroup:

Subgroups

counter
examples: (closure + inverse violated)

(inverse violated)



Products of groups

example:

there are different product operations to combine groups into a supergroup



there are different product operations to combine groups into a supergroup

Products of groups

counter example:



there are different product operations to combine groups into a supergroup

Products of groups

example:     special Euclidean group



group homomorphisms are structure preserving maps between groups

Group homomorphisms & isomorphisms

homomorphisms may lose information about the group  →  isomorphisms

example: complex exponentiation



group isomorphisms identify equivalent groups

Group homomorphisms & isomorphisms

examples:

z-axis rotations

x-axis rotations



Group actions



groups can act on other objects:

Group actions

example:            -action on



groups can act on other objects:

Group actions

example:            -action on scalar field



the action traces out an orbit in X:

Group actions – orbits

example:            -action on



”being in the same orbit” defines an equivalence relation

Group actions – orbits

we can take a quotient w.r.t. this equivalence relation

example:            -action on



the quotient set is the set of all orbits

Group actions – quotient sets

example:            -action on



quotient maps are generally non-invertible, but one may choose orbit representatives

Group actions – orbit representatives

example:            -action on



Transitivity,  homogeneity  &  stabilizers



Invariant  &  Equivariant  maps



Invariant maps

example:

rotation invariant vector norm



Invariant maps

example:

permutation invariant luggage classification



Invariant maps

example:

isometry invariant image classification



Invariant maps  -  universal property

universal property:  invariant maps “descent to the quotient”

i.e. for any G-invariant map

there exists a unique map

such that

example:

invariant image classification

reduced hypothesis space
of invariant models !



Equivariant maps

example:

SO(2)-rotations around a projection axis
commute with the projection



Equivariant maps

example:

permutation equivariant labeling
of dangerous objects



Equivariant maps

example:

translation equivariant convolution



Equivariant maps

example:

translation equivariant convolution
substitute



Equivariant maps

example:

isometry equivariant convolution



Equivariant maps

example:

isometry equivariant convolution
on Riemannian manifold



Invariance        Equivariance

invariant maps  are a special case of  equivariant maps  with a  trivial action         on their codomain:

equivariant maps  are themselves  invariants  under the group action:

permutation invariant
MLP weight matrixG-equivariant NNs      G-invariant neural connectivity

Hartford et al.,  Deep Models of Interactions Across Sets,  ICML 2018



Equivariant Neural Networks

(feed forward) neural networks are sequences of layers:

equivariant NNs are sequences of equivariant layers:

invariant NNs are usually built from   1) equivariant layers,   2) an invariant map   and 3) a final MLP:



Group representation theory



Group representation theory

feature vector spaces  =  representation spaces

linear group actions
=

group representations

equivariant maps between representations
(e.g. intertwiners)

motivation:   systematic investigation of equivariant NNs in terms of representation theory



Linear group representations

group composition

matrix multiplication

group representations ... ... model group elements as matrices  (or linear operators)
... act on vector spaces

group of invertible            -matrices



Linear group representations

group composition

matrix multiplication

group representations ... ... model group elements as matrices  (or linear operators)
... act on vector spaces

group of invertible            -matrices



Linear group representations

group composition

composition of linear maps

group representations ... ... model group elements as matrices  (or linear operators)
... act on vector spaces



Linear group representations

group representations ... ... model group elements as matrices  (or linear operators)
... act on vector spaces



Restricted representation

representations can be restricted to subgroups

example:   restriction from  continuous rotations in SO(2)  to  90° rotations in C4 :



Restricted representation

representations can be restricted to subgroups

example: for models with  varying level of equivariance  with depth,
turn G-representation features into H-representation features 

Weiler & Cesa,  General E(2)-equivariant Steerable CNNs,  NeurIPS 2019



Direct sum of representations

the direct sum                 of vector spaces       and        contains “stacked”  vectors:

there is a corresponding direct sum of representations:



Direct sum of representations

the direct sum                 of vector spaces       and        contains “stacked”  vectors:

there is a corresponding direct sum of representations:

example:              -equivariant MLP,  processing a batch (= direct sum) of vectors in



Tensor product of representations

representations can also be combined by taking their tensor product:

higher order data tensors
(e.g. adjacency matrix):

Maron et al., On the Universality of Invariant Networks, ICML 2019

example:



Intertwiners

linear equivariant maps between representations are called intertwiners

intertwiners are the main building blocks of equivariant NNs    (interleaved with equivariant nonlinearities)



Intertwiners

example:

linear equivariant maps between representations are called intertwiners

Hartford et al.,  Deep Models of Interactions Across Sets,  ICML 2018

equivariant MLPs with... ... representation spaces as feature vector spaces
... intertwiners as weight matrices



Intertwiners

example:

linear equivariant maps between representations are called intertwiners

convolutions are linear + equivariant             they are translation intertwiners



Group representation theory

further topics:

- irreducible representations
- isomorphic representations
- Schur’s lemma
- Complete reducibility of unitary representations
- Clebsch-Gordan decomposition
- Peter-Weyl theorem and Fourier transforms

useful for solving for 
intertwiner spaces



Intertwiners

we need to solve for intertwiner spaces to build equivariant networks

Schur’s lemma characterizes intertwiner spaces for irreducible representations

linear equivariant maps between representations are called intertwiners

      on the next slides: - irreducible representations
- isomorphic representations
- Schur’s lemma
- complete reducibility of unitary representations



Invariant subspaces,  subrepresentations  & irreps

representations may contain invariant subrepresentations

examples:



Invariant subspaces,  subrepresentations  & irreps

representations may contain invariant subrepresentations

example:



Isomorphic representations

z-axis rotations

x-axis rotations

not a vector
space isomorphism



Schur’s lemma

intertwiners between irreducible representations are characterized by Schur’s lemma:

irrep   decomposition

application example:

intertwiner constraint 
reduction to irrep constraints,
then solving via Schur’s lemma



Compact groups  &  unitary representations

for  compact groups,  one may w.l.o.g. consider  unitary representations

e.g. any subgroups of              or



Complete reducibility



Complete reducibility

example:   Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of irrep tensor products



Complete reducibility

example:   Clebsch-Gordan decomposition of irrep tensor products

application:     tensor product nonlinearities,  acting on irrep-features

Weiler et al.,  3D Steerable CNNs,  NeurIPS 2018

Anderson et al.,  Cormorant: Covariant Molecular Neural Networks,  NeurIPS 2018



Peter-Weyl theorem

Peter-Weyl theorem  / Fourier transforms on homogeneous spaces

harmonics
irrep spaces

fct on homogeneous space
regular/quotient representation

(in general non-finite dimensional)

Peter-Weyl
irrep decomposition

(aka Fourier transform)

Peter-Weyl for homogeneous spaces:     Lang & Weiler,  A Wigner-Eckart theorem for group equivariant convolution kernels, ICLR 2021
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